Abstract
Disease can invade if and only if the per edge transmission probability T > T c .

74
Assuming exponentially distributed waiting times for transmission and re- 
Because the transmission probability T is independent of the network struc-ture, Equation (2) 
153
Using k 2 = k 1 + d, we can write Equation (2) as
As we are interested only in the sign of We can read off this formula that R 0 decreases with k 1 > 0 if p > 1/2 and
] .
163
Note that the right hand side is positive if p > 1/2. Conversely, R 0 will 164 increase as k 1 decreases inside the computed range. 
Constant high degree
166
Here we let k 1 change, while k 2 is held constant. Thus, the standard deviation 167 increases linearly with k 1 , while the variance
Again, we have
and as we increase k 1 ,
174
We found that by manipulating the edge distribution in certain ways,
175
R 0 as defined above can increase in value despite a decreasing ⟨k⟩. This 176 contradicts the basic tenet of quarantine -or does it? By decreasing the 177 total number of edges in the network we are, in a sense, limiting the number 178 of paths available to the disease, so one would expect a reduced growth rate.
179
We leave the resolution of this paradox to the end of the paper, but give 180 a hint. The problem with the above reasoning is that the removal of edges 181 subject to the rules given above leaves us with networks which are no longer 182 configuration type (see the discussion at the end), and in a network which is not of this class, R 0 as defined above is no longer the basic reproduction 184 number -one has to use a different definition.
185
In Section 2 we provide an argument which shows that R 0 will always 
195
In summary, the conclusion of our work is that the basic tenet of quaran-
196
tine holds rigorously for the models under consideration, and that conceivable 197 exceptions are based on logical errors as are common in probabilistic models.
198
We have chosen to include this "paradox" for motivational and pedagogical 199 reasons.
200
2 Random edge removal in a random network
201
In this section we discuss random edge removal and its effect on the disease 202 dynamics. Here we discuss two processes: one is to simply uniformly choose
203
an edge for removal, the other is to first uniformly choose a node (disregarding 204 its degree) and then uniformly choose one of its edges for removal. In the 205 latter approach the edges are not uniformly chosen for removal. In fact, edges 206 of low degree nodes will have a larger probability for removal than edges of 207 high degree nodes. However, the second scenario may be more relevant for 
Uniform edge removal
211
Assume that a fraction p of the edges will be removed. Because we assume 212 that these edges are uniformly chosen for removal, each edge removal is thus a
213
Bernoulli trial with success probability p. Assuming that the contact network 214 has a degree distribution P k (i.e., the probability that a node has degree k is 215 P k ), its probability generating function is
After the removal, the probability generating function for the degree distri-
Thus, after removal, the average degree is
where ⟨k⟩ is the average degree before removal. In addition, the second
Thus, the basic reproduction number R 0 as a function of the removal prob-
which is a decreasing function of p. the time scale such that the edge removal process occurs with rate one.
242
The probability that a random node of nonzero degree, selected for edge From Equation (2),
255
Using Equations (4) and (5), it can be derived that (see Appendix A),
257
In fact, because by definition τ is a measure of the number of edges 258 removed, given that the initial total degree is L(0), the total degree at time τ
During the initial phase of edge removal, the probability 260 that a node loses all its edges is small, and thus N 0 can be treated as a 261 constant. We can thus solve Equation (7) approximately for small τ ,
263
Note that this fails as a good approximation of R 0 when N 0 becomes large.
264 Equation (7) shows that the basic reproduction number R 0 will decrease node has the same probability to be selected for edge removal. We address removal. In this section, we verify this conjecture.
288
We model edge removal from a network consisting of two groups of nodes,
289
A and B, with random intra-and inter-group edges. Let N A and N B be the 290 number of nodes in each group. For a node in group A, its edge is labeled 291 either AA or AB if it connects to a neighbor in group A or B, respectively.
292
The BB and BA edges are similarly labeled for target nodes in group B.
293
We assume that the intra-and inter-group connections are random with no 294 degree correlation. Further, for individual nodes, there must be no correlation 295 between the number of intra and inter-group edges. Since each connection 296 between group A and B is both of type AB and BA, the total number of AB 297 edges must equal the total number of BA edges.
298
We assume that edge removal in either group, and between groups, may 299 occur at different rates. In this section, we model the disease dynamics, 
Disease dynamics
303
First we need to model the disease dynamics. We extend the Miller model
304
[11], which describes the SIR disease dynamics on a random network without 305 degree correlation and clustering, to two randomly connected subnetworks. to a degree-1 susceptible node.
318
Let P k be the degree distribution, which is generated by the probability 319 generating function
321
Then the probability that a randomly selected node remains susceptible at 322 time t is Ψ(θ). Thus, the fraction of nodes that are susceptible at time t is
324
We now describe the dynamics of θ. Let P I (t) be the probability that the 325 neighbor connected by this edge is infectious at time t, and β be the trans-326 mission rate along an random edge. Then βP I is the attack rate on the edge,
327
and θ is the survival probability, thus,
Let ϕ = P I θ, which is the probability that a random edge connects a (degree- 
We now model h(t). Note that the probability that we arrive at a given 342 node when following a random edge is proportional to its degree (because of 343 the random network assumption). The probability that we arrive at a degree-
. Thus, the probability that 345 this node is susceptible is θ k−1 q k and we arrive at
347
The equation for ϕ ′ can now be rewritten as
349
The dynamics of the disease are thus determined by (11) and (13). The 350 fraction of nodes which are infectious at time t changes according to 
The distributions P AB , P BA , and P BB and their generating functions Ψ AB (x),
359
Ψ BA (x) and Ψ BB (x) can be similarly defined. Thus, the balance condition 360 equating the number of AB and BA edges can be written as be the corresponding transmission rates within groups A and B, respectively.
366
As before, we define γ to be the per-infective recovery rate.
367
For a susceptible node in group A, let θ AA (t) be the probability that one that an edge connected to a susceptible node in group A is connected to an 371 infectious node and the edge has not transmitted disease, then
where h AA (t) is the probability that we arrive at a susceptible node in group
376
A when following a random AA edge.
377
However, the dynamics of h AA must reflect the fact that a neighbor of 378 a group A node can be in either group A or group B. By the independence 379 assumption made on the intra-and inter-group connections, the generating 380 function for the degree distribution of a given node in group A is the product 381 of the generating functions for its AA and AB degree distributions. Thus,
382
having followed a random AA edge to arrive at a different node in group A, 383 the probability that this node has i neighbors in A and j neighbors in B is
Hence, the dynamics of ϕ AA becomes
393 394 We can follow the same reasoning and derive the probability that an 395 edge of a group A susceptible node connected to a group B node has not 396 transmitted disease at time t, θ AB (t), and the probability that an edge of a 397 susceptible group A node connected to an infectious node in group B yet has 398 not transmitted disease by time t, ϕ AB (t). In like manner we define θ BA (t),
399
ϕ BA (t), θ BB (t) and ϕ BB (t).
410
Consider a node in group A that has i neighbors in A and j neighbors in B.
411
The probability that the node is susceptible is θ 
Similarly,
The fractions of infectious individuals in groups A and B change according
Equations (16) simulations.
454 Figure 1 shows that, on contact networks with various degree distributions 455 in groups A and B, the epidemic curves from the ODE model agrees well with 456 the ensemble averages of the epidemic curves from the stochastic processes. 
Basic reproduction number
458
For i, j =A or B, let ones not in Group j. Thus the matrix
is the second generation matrix. Its first two rows contain the secondary to Equation (2) because here the network has more structure than a random 480 network.
481
Note that, when the network is bipartite (i.e., every edge inter-connects 482 nodes in two groups), R AA , R BB , r AA , and r BB all vanish. In this case,
484
It is shown in Appendix C Lemma 1 that R 0 > R AA , R 0 > R BB , and 
507
In contrast, the mathematical arguments in the introduction seemed to 508 indicate that for certain networks, we may see the opposite effect. In the case 509 of a simple bimodal degree distribution, we described schemes for modifying 510 the network in such a way that the average degree decreases, yet R 0 as 511 defined by (2) increases. Apparently all that is required is an edge-deletion 512 process that causes either a tandem decrease in both the low degree k 1 and 513 the high degree k 2 , or a decrease in k 1 while k 2 remains fixed.
514
The reason for the "paradox" becomes clear if we pay closer attention 515 to the definition of the basic reproduction number. The calculations from 516 the introduction make use of the fact that for a random contact network 517 of configuration type the basic reproduction number R 0 is defined in (2).
518
However, as already indicated in the introduction, once we begin to remove edges subject to constraints the network changes character. Say, for example,
520
we are ensuring that k 1 and k 2 change (or stay fixed) in a very particular 521 way. To accomplish this, the edge deletion process must be selective rather 522 than haphazard, and thus the network is no longer of the configuration type.
523
The R 0 defined in (2) applies to networks which are randomly constructed degree distribution is altered slightly and then the entire network is rebuilt.
531
As an example, consider the reorganization of a bimodal network where 532 k 1 decreases and k 2 stays fixed. Imagine trying to decrement the degree of 533 a low-degree node, chosen at random. We are required to select one of its 534 edges and delete it. However, it is forbidden to remove edges belonging to a 535 high-degree node. So if it happens that a high-to-low edge is selected, only 536 the low-degree half may be discarded. The other half, a stub belonging to 537 the high-degree node, must be reconnected somewhere else. The only way to 538 "find a node" for it is to identify a second to-be-removed high-to-low edge, 539 discard the low-degree half and then connect the leftover high degree stubs The expression 7 is obtained as follows. From Equation (6), the rate of 575 change of R 0 along solutions to Equations (4) and (5) is
577
We substitute (4) 
Then we compute
Thus,
It thus follows that
. by class j. For our model, the ϕ classes are treated as "infected" classes.
616
To determined the matrices F and V , we linearize (17)-(23) about the
In matrix form, this is
626
Here the terms related to new infections give 
638 639
The basic reproduction number R 0 is thus the the largest root of f (x) = 0. 
